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The key text of Alcoholics Anonymous, which to this very day has not changed since it was first

published in 1939. This is the original text, with the addition of personal stories from both the first

and second editions. Also included: a current study guide from the 12 Steps of Alcoholics

Anonymous. This book is the best-selling self-help book for conquering addictions that range from

alcoholism to drug addiction, overeating, and other issues.
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I am using the Kindle app for iPad. The version I downloaded does have the Third Chapter. When

you tap the top or bottom margin, the page number is displayed. I would prefer that the page

number be displayed at the bottom of the page persistently, but I think that has been traded off for

the ability to display different page formats and large print. What bugs me a little is that I

downloaded the other BB already! This was displayed when I searched on 12 Steps and 12

Traditions and I was perhaps a little too hasty in selecting it. Maybe my impulsivity is a character

defect that needs some attention. Edit - I see now that this is the second edition and there is a note

at the beginning stating that the first and second editions are in the public domain. This is why  is

using this - It's free to them. And note that the other version that I downloaded is also the second

edition, so there's no point in getting them both. The other one has no pagination whatsoever,

though.

The third chapter, More about Alcohol, is missing other than that it's perfect. I don't know who



decides to leave out these things. But chapter three is very important.

This Study Guide is on the internet for free in PDF format. There are quite a few people trying to

make money on items that are free if you spend 5 extra minutes looking. I find this reprehensible

and thievery. It also is not inline with the spirit of AA which does not seek any profit....The good part

was he refunded my money and had already shipped it so he said keep it. I have had the study

guide for years. I will give it to some one else.

If you want the AUTHORIZED 4th Edition which has a LINKED Table of Contentsand all the

Personal Stories (This book doesnt even have Dr Bob's Nightmare!!!)Then you want this

one:http://www..com/Alcoholics-Anonymous-Edition-World-Services-ebook/dp/B00H2YFYJ4/ref=cm

_cr_pr_sims_tNow I will try to return this one and get the other (It's $3 extra, but worth it!)

I find the e-book lacking. When using the e-book NONE OF THE PAGES show up on the screen!

There are only 'location' references and they do nothing to aid a person in a study group with people

who have the actual book in front of them and one is trying to move through the study on different

pages. Kindle needs to enable PAGE NUMBERS FROM THE PRINTED BOOKS THEY SELL with

the e-books!!! Remember ..."customer service keeps you in business, and no,page numbers on

e-books IS NOT...GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE!!

This book has typos, actual words are missing from the text, and the chapters run together. There is

no separation of chapters, such as in a normal book. This book is as if it was typed and bound

together. I spent too much money on this piece of garbage. I had to inquire if there was a local AA

bookstore and had to go and buy another Big Book,In opening the Big Book I purchased locally,

there was a noticeable difference.Consumer, please do not purchase this book, it is a rip off.

Getting used to no page numbers is sort of the "Kindle experience". But there are numerous missing

words, misplaced chapter headings, and paragraphs that warp from one chapter to another. With a

hard copy Big Book nearby, this is somewhat mitigated and there is still usefulness in the ability to

highlight and make notes on certain sections for easy retrieval on the fly. Most importantly to me is

that having this electronically available ensures my ability to stay anonymous while reading/studying

in places where it would otherwise be nearly, if not impossible to otherwise do so. So, as an adjunct

to an actual Big Book I find this product is useful, but it is certainly not a stand alone resource



because of the amateurish editing.

I think we all know why it is 5 stars. No way would I try and sit here and explain why it's great

considering the whole entire book is the reason it is great. Every single page. It's really beneficial for

any addict not just alcoholics. All other 12 step programs that don't refer to alcoholism are actually

based from this book. Well done.
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